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1. ABSTRACT

Autonomous drilling is a system of optimizing drilling parameters using data collected from
sensors, a control system, and a specifically programmed algorithm. This innovation will provide

lower costs, increase efficiency of the drilling rig, and reduce safety risks. The Society of

Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and Drilling Systems Automation Technical Section (DSATS) have
presented a competition to design and construct a miniature autonomous drilling rig, with the
intentions of inspiring innovation in this area. A multidisciplinary team was formed to accomplish

this task. The research and design was split into three sub-categories: mechanical, electrical,
and optimization. The mechanical design focused solely on the rig framework. The electrical

design encompassed programming the drilling algorithm, selecting sensors for data recovery,

and designing the control system. Optimization focused on the fluid circulation system and the
bottom hole assembly (BHA).

The design is a two-tiered rig of t-slotted aluminum. The top section of the rig contains a
traveling block that will control the weight-on-bit (WOB), while the larger bottom section provides

stability of the rig and support of the rock sample. A detachable fluid circulation system is
connected to the traveling block through a reinforced PVC braided vinyl tube. Instead of using a

typical drilling mud, air, or water, the fluid system is designed to operate with drilling foam.
Research shows that foam provides cooling for the drilling bit as well as a higher efficiency for

removing cuttings. To control the drilling, the system architecture is comprised of Phidgets
sensors, Arduino control, drill control software, and a data visualization server. This system

allows the rig to automatically adjust drilling parameters; additionally, the data will be transmitted
to a local server through an interactive webpage, allowing a live public view.
Here is a link to our submission video describing our design:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl17uhlodzU

2. SAFETY

Safety is the highest priority of any company, so our team focused on implementing safety
features into the rig design. During the initial stages of designing our rig, we considered many

options for safety features. After discussing the design, our team decided it was necessary to

have two manual emergency stop switches that are easily accessible on the rig. Another
optional feature being considered is polycarbonate shielding around the rig frame. This would
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provide a barrier from any debris that might come from drilling. The probability of these risks is
very low considering the scale of our rig; however, in practice it is necessary to design every
component with a safety factor. By adding these features, the safety factor of our rig increases.

In addition to these safety features, our team completed multiple trainings through the Student

Design and Experimental Learning Center on our campus. First, it is required to complete a

General Safety Training course. This training covers basic safety rules, such as: never work in
the shop alone, be cautious of picking up/moving heavy equipment, and keeping your work area
clean and organized to prevent common injuries. Next, the team completed a Machine Shop
Training course to understand how the machines work and how to use them properly. Finally,

the SDELC offers numerous other courses that our team members have completed. These
courses range from OSHA certification to basic metal welding. Our team has spent several
hours to ensure that we are prepared to safely and efficiently construct our rig.

3. SCHEDULING

In order to accomplish tasks on time, our team developed a Gantt Chart to keep track of our

progress. The Gantt Chart created is shown below in Figure 1. The chart made it simple to
evaluate our progress at the end of each month as well as indicating crucial goals for the
following month. Furthermore, our team will utilize another Gantt Chart to keep on track next
semester while constructing the rig, the electrical system, and the fluid system. This chart is
shown in Figure 2 below.
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Drillbotics Gantt Chart - Fall 2016
September Monthly Report
Phase I Design Report
Alpha Design Complete
October Monthly Report
Budget Finalized
$10,000 Raised
Compile Dimensions List
Rig Structure/Framework Design
Electrical Design
Electrical Component List
Drill Algorithm Initial Design
Fluid System Integration Design
BHA Circuit Board Design
Drill Control Software Design
Web Server Software Design
Purchase Drill Pipe Replica
BHA Design
Mechnical Materials/Items ordered
Load Calculations Complete
Arduino Drill Control Software
Wiring for Drill Prototype
Drill Algorithm Final Design
November Monthly Report
Motor Design Selected
Cost Analysis Complete
Final Design Complete

9/1

9/16

10/1 10/16 10/31 11/15 11/30 12/15 12/30 1/14

Figure 1 – Fall 2016 Gantt Chart, Drillbotics design competition

In both of the Gantt charts, the tasks are separated by color. The following legend shows what
each color group means.

Gantt Chart Legend
General Tasks
Mechanical Tasks
Electrical Tasks
Optimization Tasks
Table 1 – Drillbotics 2017 Gantt chart key.
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Drillbotics Gantt Chart - Spring 2017
Mechnical Materials/Items ordered

1/1 1/11 1/21 1/31 2/10 2/20 3/1 3/11 3/21 3/31 4/10 4/20 4/30 5/10

January Monthly Report

Stablizers Purchased/Made
Electrical Design Built

Fluid System Built

Alpha Prototype Built

February Monthly Report

Alpha Testing

Final Prototype Built

Final Testing

March Monthly Report

April Monthly Report

Figure 2 – Spring 2017 Gantt chart, Drillbotics design competition

4. RIG DESIGN

The proposed design is a four leg frame, with the traveling block housed in the center of the
frame. The traveling block will move vertically on four linear bearings. The hoisting system will

be composed of a simple rope spool and stepper motor pulley system. After researching various

options, the team is added a linear spring to our design. The spring would be mounted to the top

of the traveling block and connected to the wire rope for the hoisting mechanism. One

determining factor in this consideration is the problem of accurately varying the weight on bit
provided by the traveling block. With rigid connections between the traveling block to the wire

rope, and the wire rope to the rope spool, once the bit makes contact with the sample the entire
weight from the traveling block would be directly on the drillstring. The spring’s function would

be to vary the WOB by extending when the traveling block is suspended; when the bit touches
down on the rock, the spring will incrementally shorten back toward its original length, providing
a varied force on the bit.

Additionally, the team determined that although in industry practice the drillstring is in tension
due to thousands of feet of pipe, our design is unable to provide enough force downhole to

perform in tension. The drill pipe for the competition combined with the small drilling depth, the
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weight is too low to provide enough force to keep the string in tension, as well as provide the
force on the rock necessary to drill. Even with the additional weight in collars and stabilizers in
the bottom hole assembly, the rig will not be able to perform in tension. Thus, our drillstring will

be in compression. The force providing this compression will be derived from the weight of the
traveling block. The next sections will go more in depth into the mechanical design components.
Figure 3 below show the proposed design with dimensions.

Figure 3 – Engineering drawing of the proposed rig design with dimensions

4.1 Frame Design

For the project, our team has elected to make use of a four leg frame built out of TSLOTS
extruded aluminum members. TSLOTS were selected for many reasons including: ease of
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assembly, a high strength to weight ratio, and the versatility to construct the entire frame system

from TSLOTS structural members, connectors, and aluminum plates. The structural design
dimensions were decided based on the bottom of the rig being large enough to provide a stable
base for the rig to reduce “top-heaviness” as well as house the rock sample. The top of the rig
only needs to be large enough to withstand the torque applied to the frame from the drillstring
and house the drill motor and associated sensors/connectors.

Figure 4 – Top of the proposed rig design showing the pulley system and
traveling block

Figure 5 – Bottom of the proposed rig design showing the pulley system, motor,
and sample placement
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4.2 Hoisting System

For raising and lowering the traveling block, our team decided to use a simple pulley system.
However, this does not allow the weight on bit provided by the traveling block to vary easily, so

the team decided to employ a spring connected between the traveling block and the hoisting

system. This would allow for easy variability of the weight on bit, as the spring would lengthen
when force is applied to it. When the bit is placed on the rock, the weight on bit could be varied
by controlling the stretched length of the spring. A rope spool with a gear attached to the axle,

and a Nema 34 stepper motor will be used to rotate the spool, will effectively raise and lower the
traveling block to complete the hoisting system.

Figure 6 – Hoisting system designed with a pulley and Nema 34 motor for rotation
A secondary idea is being considered for use instead of a spring. Our team decided that

although a spring would allow for great variability of weight on bit, it would be very difficult to
control without more sensors. Another possibility is a rope tensioner in the form of a pulley

mounted on the end of an arm. The tensioner would be laid in contact with the wire rope, which
will then push on the rope to change the tension. In the event of changing our design from a
spring to a tensioner, our team will make a tensioner in house by putting a pulley on the end of
an arm, and connecting a linear actuator to the arm.

4.3 Bearing System

Multiple bearing systems for the traveling block were considered based on the proposed design.
Ultimately, the design that worked best with the TSLOTS aluminum was determined to be linear

bearings designed for use with the TSLOTS framing members. Our team decided these would
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integrate into the design better, and would not create significant friction forces in the bearings.
The most appropriate bearings provided by the TSLOTS company were incompatible with the

frame design. Thus, bearings were drawn in SolidWorks to meet our specifications and will be
machined out of Delren and cut by the team.

4.4 Traveling Block

The traveling block will also be constructed from TSLOTS aluminum extrusion framing members

and aluminum plates. The traveling block dimensions were reduced to better match the
diameter of the motor selected. The motor will be mounted on top of the traveling block, which
will allow for the entire inside of the traveling block to be used for the fluid inlet system, as well

as an rpm sensor and associated connectors. Placing the drillstring throughout the traveling
block will aid in stabilizing the string; a bearing will be positioned at the bottom of the traveling
block to brace the string laterally.

4.5 Mobility

Aluminum was selected for our rig design to aid in mobility. Aluminum is relatively lightweight in
comparison to other metals, such as steel. A fully aluminum rig will prove easier to transport.

Wheels will be added the base, which are able to jack up or lower down on each corner of the
rig. This will allow the rig to sit on the ground when in use and rise onto caster wheels when it
needs to move.

4.6 Mechanical Calculations

Of all the manners for the tubing failure: tensile, collapse, burst, and buckling, the latter two are
of most importance for our purposes.

Tensile failure occurs when the piece undergoes

sufficient stress to reach tensile yield into the plastic region. Given the tensile strength, 
21,000 psi, of the drill pipe, a force of 785 lbf is required for this form of failure.
=

=

(

−
=

)……………………………………….……….(1)

21000
(0.375 − 0.305 ) = 785
4

The designs of the rig do not permit such a force to act on the drillpipe in tension.
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Tubing collapse or buckling occurs due to a difference in the external and internal pressures.
The external pressure of the system is taken to be atmospheric pressure, thus pipe collapse will

not be a concern. Barlow’s formula is used to determine the internal pressure capacity of the
drillpipe for burst:

=

=

(

) .

.

= 3920.0

…………………………..……(2)

The burst pressure of the pipe is 3920 psi. With a safety factor of 1.1, the working pressure
allowable to prevent burst is 3564 psi.

Euler’s Column Formula is used to determine the max weight-on-bit that can be applied. Since

the drillpipe is the weakest point in the system, it will be the limiting factor and focus for
calculations.

=

………………………………………………………….(3)

E: Modulus of Elasticity
I: Moment of Inertia
L: Length

K: Adjustment Factor for End Conditions
(

=

=

−

)=

(0.375 − 0.305 ) = 0.000546
(10,000,000
36

=

)0.000546

……….(4)

= (41.58

)( )

Taking into account the end conditions, we will encounter a scenario where one end is fixed and
one where both ends are fixed.

This corresponds to an adjustment factor of 0.25 and 4

respectively. With a safety factor of 1.1, the pipe can handle 151 lbf when two ends are fixed

and 9.5 lbf when one end is fixed before buckling. Before the drill bit penetrates the block, only
one end is fixed. After penetration, the pipe is fixed at both ends and a larger force can be
applied to the pipe.

These calculations are performed under ideal conditions for a force

centered over a straight pipe.

Vibrations, bending, and dysfunction will prevent such ideal

conditions for these forces to be realized.
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Another potential for failure comes from shearing due to an applied torque. The max torque that
can be applied to the pipe is:
=

=

.

.

= 81.53

…….(5)

With a factor of safety of 1.1, the max torque determined is 74 lb-in before shearing occurs.

5. CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture of the drill is split into four distinct components; motor control, Phidgets
sensor array, drill control software, and the data visualization server. The development and
testing is greatly simplified by splitting the system architecture into distinct parts, as each part
can be completed independently. The main control of the drill will be performed on a windows

computer, again simplifying the development of the system. The Phidgets sensor array will be

connected directly to the computer, giving the drill control software direct access to sensor data.

The control software will then be able to control the electromechanical parts of the drill through a

serial connection to the Arduino microcontroller. In order to view the data, the drill control
software will pipe data to a local server that will create an interactive webpage to view the data

in an easy to read manner. The following sections will go into each part of the system
architecture in detail.

Figure 7 – Workflow schematic of the control system architecture
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5.1 Motor Control

This part of the system architecture is focused on controlling the electrical, mechanical parts of
the drill; specifically the drill motor, hoist motor, and fluid pump. This is accomplished by having

an Arduino microcontroller connected to motor controllers for the drill and hoist motor, and a

relay to control the pump motor. The Arduino will receive a serial signal from the Drill Control
Software or use switch inputs to determine the speed and state of the motors. An Arduino
microcontroller was chosen over a PLC because of the wide online support and ease of use.

5.2 Phidgets Sensor Array

The decision to use Phidgets sensors was also based on their availability and accessibility.

Phidgets sensor interfaces remove the need to make any custom circuitry or code in order to

achieve accurate results. The sensors also offered a response time that exceeds the drill

requirements. Table 2 shows the specific sensors to be used and what measurements they
read.

Measurement Sensor
RPM

Optical Rotary
Encoder

Description

Weight on bit

S-type Load Cell

Rate of
Penetration

Draw-wire
Encoder

The Load cell will measure the tension between the travel block
and the hoisting rope. Less tension means that there is greater
weight on bit
Cost: $45.00
Sample Speed: 8 - 1000 ms between samples
Calibration: No load measurement must be used as an offset in
code.
Additional Circuitry: PhidgetBridge 4 input board ($90.00)

Fluid System

Liquid Flow Meter

The encoder will be geared in with the drill motor in order to
measure the exact rotation speed of the Drill String.
Cost: $50.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: inputting the number of pulses per rotation of Drill
String
Additional Circuitry: Phidgets Encoder Board ($100.00)

The draw-wire encoder measures the distance between the top of
the rig and the travel block. This can be converted to the rate of
Penetration.
Cost: $190.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: none
Additional Circuitry: Phidgets Encoder Board($100.00)

The flow meter will be placed inline with the pump in order to
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Flow Rate

monitor the flow of mud to the drill.
Cost: $9.95
Sample Speed: 50 samples/s
Calibration: must be calibrated using known flow rate.
Additional Circuitry: Arduino Microcontroller

Vibration of
Drill Rig

Vibration Sensor

The Vibration sensor will be used to detect abnormal vibrations in
the travel block that may indicate bit whirl or stick & slip.
Cost: $11.00
Sample Rate: 1000 samples/s
Calibration: a normal range of vibration must be found
Additional Circuitry: Phidget Interface Kit 8/8/8 ($80.00)

Torque of Drill
Motor

DC current
transducer

BHA telemetry

9 Degrees of

The current transducer will measure the amount of current going
to the drill motor which, when combined with RPM data, will
indicate the torque on the motor*.
Cost: $40.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: need to find the torque to rpm ratio of the motor
Additional Circuitry: 12v sensor adapter ($15.00)

measurements

Freedom Sensor
Stick

The sensor stick will be placed inside of the BHA and be able to
measure its rotational acceleration, as well as how vertical the drill
string is.
Cost: $11.96
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: none
Additional Circuitry: Wifi board for wirelessly transmitting data.
($5.56)

Table 2 – Selected sensors and their performance readings.

*In the event that using the current sensor to find torque is in accurate, the torque will be
found using an additional load cell. The motor will be mounted onto a roller bearing and
a torque bar will be attached to the motor casing. The measure of pressure from the
torque bar will indicate the torque from the drill motor.

5.3 Drill Control Software

This part of the System Architecture will receive data from the Phidgets Sensor array, interpret
the data, send the updated drilling parameters to the Arduino, and push sensor data to the data
visualization server. This software will live on the Drill Control Laptop and be written in C++. As

data is pulled from the sensor array, it will be converted into meaningful units and fed into the
drill control algorithm. The algorithm will check that the drill is working within the predetermined
safe operating parameters, work to find more efficient drilling parameters, and determine when
a new rock formation is encountered.
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5.4 Data Handling and Display

The Data Visualization Server will consist of a database filled with drilling data and a web page
to view the data. The database will be fed from the drill control software. The webpage will
consist of three main parts: live data view, past data view, and drill bit use monitoring. The live

data view will provide a live look at the current measurements from the drill sensors. The past
data view will display the data from any past test which will provide the team the ability to learn

from past tests. The drill bit use monitoring page will provide information on the amount of use
each drill bit has encountered. Additionally, the data base will have the ability to easily export

data to excel in order to continue analyzing data. As the data is viewable from a webpage,
anyone connected to the local wifi will be able to view the data on any device. In turn, this will
allow the judges to explore past data as well as get a better view of the current data.

5.5 Drilling Algorithm

The Drill Algorithm will find the optimal drilling parameters for the rig from sensor
readings. There are several factors that the algorithm must take into account: finding the lowest
possible Machine Specific Energy (MSE), insuring that the torque and compression on the drill
string stays within safe operating limits, and detecting drilling dysfunctions such as bit whirl or
stick and slip.

5.6 Machine Specific Energy

Machine specific energy (MSE) is the amount of energy put into the drill over the volume of

material removed from the rock sample. The selected strategy used to minimize the MSE is

from Todd Hamricks paper, Optimization of Operating Parameters for Minimal Specific Energy
in Drilling. If MSE is plotted against Rate of Penetration (ROP) there comes either a minimum or
a point of diminishing returns. That point will have the optimal drilling parameters for the drill rig
and given rock formation. Normally RPM, Weight on Bit (WOB), and Torque would be used to

minimize MSE. This, however, creates a huge challenge of optimizing 3 different parameters.

By using Hamrick’s method, minimal MSE can be found using WOB. This requires several
assumptions which will be walked through below.
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Figure 8 – Relationship of machine specific energy and drilling penetration
Definition of Machine Specific Energy:
=

……………………………………………..(6)

Energy input can be split into vertical and rotational components. Volume removed is the cross

sectional area of the hole multiplied by the change in height. Work energy can be described as

force multiplied by distance, with the vertical force and rotational force being weight on bit and
torque respectively.

=
=

+

∗∆

∗∆

+

∗

………………(7)
∗

∗∆

………………(8)

The distance traveled (∆ℎ) can defined by the penetration per time (ROP) and the rotations per
time. On a per minute basis:
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∆ℎ =

=

=

……………………..(9)

From this, Teale’s MSE equation can be derived by combining equations 8 and 9.

=

+

∗

∗

∗

…….…………………………(10)

Optimizing Teale’s MSE equation is difficult due to having three different parameters. However,
Hamrick was able to simplify this using the following assumptions:




Assumption 1: Weight on Bit, torque, and rate of penetration are related to each other. It
can be reasoned that increasing weight on bit will increase the rate of penetration and
the torque of the system.

Assumption 2: The relationship between weight on bit and torque is linear within a
normal operating range.

Figure 9 – Relationship between torque and weight on bit
This assumption means that Torque can be written as the following function.

= (

)=

+

∗

…………..………………..(11)

Note, that the letter A is only a coefficient and does not stand for Area for this derivation.
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Assumption 3: Penetration per revolution (P) can be represented as a second order
polynomial function of weight on bit. Under this assumption, penetration per revolution
can be written as the following equation.

=


(WOB) =

∗

+

∗ WOB +

…………….(12)

Assumption 4: Within a normal operating range, RPM is limited by factors unrelated to
MSE. This implies that MSE is governed by penetration per revolution and not rotation
per time. Using this, MSE can be written in the following equation:
=

+

=

+

∗

………………………………………….…….(13)

∗ (
∗ (

)

)

=

+

( 0
∗( 2 ∗

1∗

1∗

)

…(14)

0)

Given the A and B constants, a minimum machine specific energy can be found by taking the
derivative and setting equal to zero. The constants can be found by performing a drill-off test. By

setting the WOB to its maximum, stalling the hoisting system and letting the drill run until the

rate of penetration reaches zero, graphs of Torque vs WOB and Penetration per Revolution vs
WOB can be found. Using those graphs, the A and B constants can be found.
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Figure 10 – Flow chart for operating parameter selection
The actual Operating parameters (RPM and WOB) will be chosen based on the WOB that is
closest to producing the minimum MSE and the highest RPM that doesn’t cause drill
dysfunctions.

5.7 Maintaining Operating Limits

The software will constantly monitor sensors to ensure safe operating limits are maintained. All
limits are set prior to each test being performed. Expected limits include WOB, torque, RPM,

travel block vibration, bottom hole assembly (BHA) vibration, and BHA inclination. Each limit will

need to be found with experimentation on the rig once it is built. In addition to the limit, safety
margins will also be implemented to further improve rig safety.

6. OPTIMIZATION AND FLUID SYSTEM

The use of a fluid circulation system while drilling is commonplace in industry. The benefits of

using a drilling fluid, or colloquially a drilling “mud,” are multifold. Several key functions of a
drilling mud are to cool and lubricate the drill bit, prevent formation fluids from entering the well,
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keep the wellbore walls from collapsing, create weight on bit, and to remove rock cuttings. In the
scenario of the Drillbotics competition, most of the functions of a drilling mud are not applicable.
For example, the wellbore walls will not collapse at a total vertical depth of two feet. There will

also be no formation fluids invading the wellbore. Thus, the main function of drilling mud for the
Drillbotics competition is to remove cuttings.

The three main types of drilling fluids are water-based, oil-based, and air or gas based. The

team was originally going to use a water-based drilling mud. In fact, a full design of a fluid
circulation system based upon a water-based drilling fluid was made for this year’s competition.

Once the rig was made, several muds consisting of differing percentages by weight of bentonite
clay would be tested. The design would also accommodate tests from oil-based muds.

However, after some discussion with the team’s technical advisor, Dr. Hendrix, it became
apparent that an air-based drilling fluid would be the fastest approach. After researching airbased drilling fluids, an air-based drilling fluid, especially foam, would be the best option.

Using foam as a drilling fluid is a first in the Drillbotics competition, but has been used before in

underbalanced drilling (UBD) operations. UBD occurs when the formation pressure is equal to
or greater than the fluid circulating pressure. The main reasons for UBD are to prevent lost
circulation, high rate of penetration (ROP), prevent differential sticking, reduce reservoir
damage, and improve production evaluation. For Drillbotics, having a high ROP is essential to

scoring well in the competition. Drilling with foam intrinsically has a higher ROP than water- or
oil-based drilling muds and prevents damage to the wellbore, which sustains wellbore quality.

Also, the prevention of fluid loss would be especially useful with a rock sample similar to the one

used in the 2016 competition. There are however several disadvantages to drilling with foam,
namely cost implications, the team’s unfamiliarity with drilling foam, and that foam is suited best

for large holes rather than the small holes. The team is confident that costs can be kept at a

minimum with this design, and through experiential learning, the team will in turn become
acquainted with using drilling foam in the coming months. In the event that drilling foam does

not work with the team’s design, the previously mentioned water- or oil-based fluid circulation
system will be used.

6.1 Characteristics of Drilling Foam and Rheology Measurements

Foam quality is an important characteristic of drilling foam as it determines the rheological
model of the fluid as there is no generalized rheological model for drilling foam. Foam quality is
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simply the percentage of gas by volume of the foam. It can be mathematically expressed using
Equation 15:

Γ=

× 100%.............................................................(15)

Γ=Foam quality, %

Vgas=Volume of gas component, cm3

Vliquid=Volume of liquid component, cm3
A quality of between 70 and 80% is considered of intermediate quality and a quality of over 80%

is considered of high quality. However, finding the terms of Eq. 15 in the lab is difficult. Instead,

an equation using the density of the components of the foam was used. Equation 16 is often
used to find the density of composites like rocks or drilling fluids using a volume fraction and
density of each component. It has been adapted to calculate the quality of two-component

drilling foam within a reasonable amount of accuracy. Using Eq. 16, the foam quality at surface
static conditions is 90.8%, which indicates high quality foam.
=Γ

+ (1 − Γ)

………………………………..….(16)

ρfoam=foam density, g/cm3

ρgas=gas component density, g/cm3

ρliquid=liquid component density, g/cm3
Density and rheology measurements of the foam were found in the lab. Viscometer
measurements were taken using a FANN viscometer at six different rotation speeds. Results of

the lab measurements can be found in Table 3. Figure 11 shows the shear stress vs. shear
rate relationship of the drilling foam. As can be seen, the lab experiment shows that the drilling
foam tested is best described using the Power Law Model.
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Value Unit

Foam Density 0.742

ppg

600 RPM

120

°

200 RPM

62

°

300 RPM

85

100 RPM

°

42

6 RPM

°

7

3 RPM

°

5

°

Table 3 – Viscometer lab measurements of drilling foam.
140

Shear Stress (°)

y = 2.4587x0.6127
R² = 0.9991
120
100
80
60
40
20
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100

200

300

400

Shear Rate (RPM)

500
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Figure 11 – Shear stress vs. shear rate relationship of tested drilling foam

6.2 Slip Velocity and Transport Efficiency Calculations

As was previously mentioned, the main purpose of a drilling fluid in the Drillbotics competition is
to remove rock cuttings. To do this effectively, the lifting capacity of the drilling fluid must be
determined. With the average density of the cuttings being greater than the density of the drilling

fluid, the cuttings tend to settle or “slip” in the upward-travelling drilling fluid. For the most
efficient cuttings removal, the slip velocity of the cuttings should be minimized. To calculate slip
velocity, Moore’s Correlation is used. This correlation uses apparent Newtonian viscosity

instead of Newtonian viscosity in the calculation of the Reynolds number. The Transport
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Efficiency is also important because it measures the carrying capacity of the fluid. A Transport
Efficiency of 50% or higher is acceptable but higher values are preferred.

Fluid velocity is calculated with Equation 17. The apparent viscosity is calculated by Eq. 18. A
value for slip velocity is assumed to be half the fluid velocity. The corresponding Reynolds
number is found using Eq. 19. If the Reynolds number is less than 3, the flow is fully laminar

and the drag coefficient is found using Eq. 20. If the Reynolds number is between 3 and 300,

the flow is intermediate and the drag coefficient is found using Eq. 21. If the Reynolds number is
greater than 300, the flow is fully turbulent and the drag coefficient is 1.5. The calculated slip

velocity is found using Eq. 22. The calculated slip velocity is compared to the assumed slip
velocity. If the two values are not equal, the calculated slip velocity becomes the new assumed
slip velocity. Reynolds number and the drag coefficient are calculated again and a new
calculated slip velocity is calculated. Iterations are run until the calculated slip velocity equals

the assumed slip velocity. Net particle velocity is found using Eq. 23. Transport Efficiency is
found using Eq. 24.

=

.

(

……………………………………………………(17)

)

vf=Fluid velocity, ft/s

q=circulation rate, ft3/min

d1=outer diameter of drill pipe, in
d2=diameter of open hole, in
=
= 3.32log(

, …………………………………...(18)

.

) and

=

µa=apparent viscosity, cp

θ600=viscometer reading at 600 RPM, °
θ300=viscometer reading at 300 RPM, °
=

…………………………………………………….(19)

NRe=Reynolds number

vs=assumed slip velocity, ft/s

ρf=density of drilling fluid, lb/gal
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ds=diameter of cuttings, in
=

………………………………………………………………(20)

=

………………………………………………………..……(21)

f=drag coefficient

= 1.89

(

− 1) ………………………………………………(22)

vs=new slip velocity, ft/s

ρs=cutting density, lb/gal
=

−

…………………………………………………………..(23)

vp=cutting velocity, ft/s

=

× 100%...........................................(24)

There are two varying values in calculating slip velocity: cutting diameter and cutting density.

Cutting diameter in the field is found by taking the average diameter of sample cuttings coming
from the shale shaker. Since the team will not build the rig until next semester, a range of

cutting diameters is used, varying from 0.05 inches to 0.2 inches. As for cutting density, the
values are more empirical. Densities of possible rock samples such as sandstone, limestone,

shale, granite, marble, and Portland cement in pounds per gallon were found to provide a range

of values. With the injection pump running at half capacity, producing a flow rate of 2.5 gpm at 6
feet of pump head, theoretical values of transport efficiency over varying cutting diameters and

cutting densities are shown in Figure 12. In reality, the flow rates will be larger because the
addition of air to make the foam will increase the volume and, in turn, the flow rate into the drill

pipe. The diameters used are the diameter of the drill bit and the outer diameter of the drill pipe,
representing the largest annulus and the place where cuttings are most likely to slip.
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100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

Min

21.70

Max

22.53

Sandstone

Min

18.36

Max

21.70

Limestone

0.05 in

0.075 in

Min

16.69

Max

21.70

Sandstone

Min

16.69

Max

20.03

Shale

Cutting Density (lb/gal)

0.1 in

0.125 in

0.15 in

Min

21.70

Max

Min

22.53

21.70

Granite

0.175 in

Max

22.53

Marble

26.29

Cement

0.2 in

Figure 12 – Theoretical transport efficiency results

6.3 Fluid Circulation Design

The fluid circulation design closely follows the layout of a foam or misting drilling operation. The
components of the foam are mixed according to the manufacturer’s specifications for stiff foam.

They are continually mixed berfore and during drilling by a circulation pump. The fluid mixture is

then drawn out of the mixing tank using an injection pump. The fluid mixture is then made into
foam by injecting the mixture with air gathered from an air compressor. The foam then moves
into the stand pipe, down the drill pipe, and out of the wellbore. A Bell Nipple diverts the foam
and cuttings to the Blooie line and into 50 gallon tank for the foam to settle. Flow rates will be

monitored to determine the discharge of the fluid mixture by the injection pump and to measure

the flow rate of the foam so transport efficiency can be calculated in real time. Figure 13 shows
a design schematic of the entire fluid circulation system. Descriptions of each component and
cost are in Table 4.
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Figure 13 – Fluid circulation system schematic
Part

Product Name

50 gallon tanks

Rubbermaid Roughneck 50-Gallon Jumbo

2

Mixing Pump

1/10 HP Nickel-Plated Brass Compact Flexible

1

85.95

Injection Pump

1/10 HP Nickel-Plated Brass Compact Flexible

1

85.95

Air compressor

6 Gal. Portable Electric Pancake Compressor

1

129.00

Tee Fitting

Storage Tote

Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent
Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent

Charlotte Pipe 2-in x 2-in x 1-1/2-in diameter
PVC Sanitary Tee Fitting

Quantity Total

1

Cost

59.94

1.71

Blooie Line

Charlotte Pipe 1-1/2-in x 10-ft 330-PSI PVC

1

3.99

Water and Foam

Samar 5/8-in x 1-ft Reinforced PVC Braided

25

22.25

Tubing

DWV Pipe

Vinyl Tubing
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Air Tubing

3/8 in. x 50 ft. PVC Air Hose

Pump Adapter

Brass Craft 3/8-in x 3/4-in Barbed Barb x Garden

Water/Air Fitting

3/8 in. Brass PEX Barb Tee

Fitting Adaptor

Coupler

Fittings

Air to Water/Air
Surfactant

Liquid Polymer

12.98

1

2.94

1

0.00

4

Hose Adapter Fitting

3/8 in. Hose Barb x 1/4 in. Universal Brass

1

Wyo-Ben Air Foam

Wyo-Ben Wyo-Vis HP

1

Total

Table 4 – Components and costs of the fluid circulation system.

1

31.92

5.24

0.00

441.87

7. COST ESTIMATE/ FUNDING PLAN

As of December 2016, the Missouri S&T Drillbotics Design Team has raised a total of $8,267.50

from university and private donors and is planned to receive more funding during the second

phase of the competition. The original operating budget for the drill is set to $9,500, split
between the three subgroups: electronics with $2,500; mechanical with $3,500; and optimization

with $3,500. Note that these specific budgets are for all operating costs, which include

prototyping and testing costs and replacement parts. Later on, it was discovered that the team

will not be spending that amount on the drill with the current itemized budget totaling $3200.
Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the total costs of each part on the drill by subgroup.
Description
Wheatstone Bridge Interface
S-Type Load Cell

Draw Wire Encoder

Quantity Cost per
1

2

1

100.00

100.00

1

15.00

1

Vibration Sensor

1

Button Type Load Cell

90.00

380.00

Interface Kit

Current Transducer

45.00

90.00

190.00

2

Sensor Adaptor

90.00

Cost

2

Optical Rotary Encoder

Encoder High Speed 4-Input

Item

1

2

50.00
80.00
11.00
40.00
45.00

100.00
80.00
15.00
11.00
40.00
90.00
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Encoder Cable

4

Arduino Mega

1

Emergency Stop

5.00

20.00

45.95

45.95

2

43.28

Flow Rate Meter

2

9.95

Solid State Relay

2

DC Motor Driver
Wi-Fi Board

68.00

136.00

2

6.95

13.90

9.95

2

14.95

Op Amp

4

0.95

5

Resistor Kit

1

JST Right Angle Connector

5

Capacitor Kit

19.90

2

9DoF Sensor Stick

Li-Poly Battery 110 mAh

88.72

19.90
29.90

4.95

24.75
3.80

7.95

1

7.95

6.95

6.95

0.95

4.75

Stepper Motor Driver

2

32.84

65.68

Wi-Fi Router

1

19.99

19.99

24V Power Supply

1

17.61
Total

Table 5 – Electronics subgroup costs.
Description

1

1x1x145 T-Slot Extrusion

3

1x2x145 T-Slot Extrusion

3

63.00

3 hole 10 series economy t-nuts

12

1 hole 10 series economy t-nut

20

2 hole inside corner bracket 10s
1/4-20 x 1/2" fastener 10s

2'x4'x0.25" aluminum plate

45.71

256.92

12

2 hole 10 series economy t-nuts

Item

1

10 series 6 hole 90 degree joining plate
10 series 5 hole 90 degree joining plate

1521.75

Quantity Cost per

NEMA 34 Stepper Motor

Compact Round Face DC Motor

17.61

12

48

16

200

2

Cost
45.71

256.92

37.15

111.45

7.13

85.56

7.73
0.72

189.00
92.76

8.64

0.64

30.72

3.55

56.80

114.20

228.40

0.23
0.23

4.60

46.00
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1/16" wire rope

2.25" Idler Pulley

3-ft x 3/8-in Steel Metal Round

30

0.26

5

2

11.32
5.07

Total

Table 6 – Mechanical subgroup costs.
Description

7.80

56.60
10.14

1231.10

Quantity Cost per

50-Gallon Tote

2

1/10 HP Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent

2

2-in x 2-in x 1-1/2-in diameter PVC Sanitary Tee Fitting

1

Air Compressor

1-1/2-in x 10-ft Pipe

5/8-in x 1-ft Vinyl Tubing

3/8 in. x 50 ft. PVC Air Hose

3/8-in x 3/4-in Barbed Barb x Garden Hose Adapter Fitting
3/8 in. Brass PEX Barb Tee

1
1

25

129.00 129.00
1.71

1.71

0.89

22.25

7.98

31.92

3.99

1

2.94

4

Liquid Viscosifier

1

1

59.94

85.95 171.90

12.98

1

Table 7 – Optimization subgroup costs.

29.97

1

3/8 in. Hose Barb x 1/4 in. Universal Brass Coupler
Foaming Agent

Item

Cost

5.24
0.00
0.00

Total

3.99

12.98
2.94
5.24
0.00
0.00

441.87

Thus, our rig will be constructed and tested for less than $3,200, approximately one-third of the
competition limit.

8. LESSONS LEARNED

Throughout the duration of designing our rig, our team made sure to keep detailed notes of any

design changes and why the change occurred. In doing so, we created a database of past

knowledge for future competitions and research. In the industry, analyzing these changes and
documenting the discussions involving them is vital to stimulate improvement and innovation.

Our team gathered all of our past research and design notes to analyze our performance as a
first year competitor.
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8.1 Design Challenges and Changes

Being first year competitors put our team at a slight disadvantage. Our design started from
scratch, so many challenges arose during this process. Finalizing a design took much longer
than our team originally planned, which set our schedule back. Since we had no previous

knowledge or research to go off of, making a concrete design decision was difficult; our team
wanted to ensure we discussed all of our options. Some of the major changes are documented
in this section.

Throughout the semester, many aspects our mechanical design were changed. One major

change towards the beginning of the semester was switching our frame material from steel to
aluminum. Factors in this decision included:




Nucor offered free steel donation, so if aluminum was chosen, our team needed

to ensure the extra money could be raised

Aluminum is lighter than steel and would improve the mobility of the rig

Most of our team is inexperienced with welding. Aluminum TSLOTS do not

require welding and are easily constructed with connectors.

While steel was a viable option, after discussion our team finally opted for aluminum.
Another key decision that troubled our team was how many legs to have for the frame. Our
team discussed a two, three, or four leg design, ultimately choosing four legs due to increased
stability. Any forces would be spread throughout the four legs rather than two. When comparing
three legs with four legs, the team decided constructing a rig with square dimensions would

better match the experience of the team. Additionally, four legs allow for a more practical
design, similar to that in the industry. In addition to the added stability from more legs, our team

is planning to add L-shaped hinges to the bottom of the rig to reduce vibration; however, it was
decided to wait to see if this addition is necessary after testing.

A final key change in our design was the proposed drilling fluid, and along with that, the fluid
circulation system. This was mentioned earlier in the report. Our team felt that drilling foam was
an innovative change that could prove advantageous in removing cuttings. This decision was

made with confidence; if testing with foam doesn’t prove successful, our team can easily switch
back to the original, mud-based fluid system design.
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8.2 Recommendations

These changes, accompanied by minor design changes, give the end result of the design

proposed in this report. However, with this successful design, our team documented a few
recommendations based on the challenges faced. First, scheduling out the semester tasks

should completed as early as possible. Doing this makes it simple to realize your goals for each
month and keeps each member focused on the coming tasks. Next, finalizing the design earlier

in the semester would allow the team to purchase materials before the end of the year.

However, this doesn’t allow as much time for research into creative designs. With a previously
established design, that won’t hinder the progress of the team. Finally, the team should continue
to test and research new, innovative ideas throughout the year. Focusing research on drilling
dysfunctions could prove beneficial in future competitions.

9. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the proposed design is a four leg, t-slotted aluminum rig that utilizes a fluid
circulation system of drilling foam and functions automatically with the use of Phidgets sensor

and a drilling algorithm. The frame is designed with ease of construction and mobility. The fluid
system will use drilling foam to remove cuttings from the borehole. The electrical system
optimizes the drilling functions by using sensors to adjust weight on bit and torque. Together,
this design is budgeted to cost approximately one-third of the competition limit at $3,200 total.
Again, here is a link to our submission video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl17uhlodzU
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11. NOMENCLATURE
A: Area, in2

d1: outer diameter of drill pipe, in
d2: diameter of open hole, in
ds: diameter of cuttings, in

E: Modulus of Elasticity, psi
F: force, lbf

f: drag coefficient
g: gravity, ft/s2
ℎ: height, in

I: moment of inertia, in4

K: Adjustment Factor for End Conditions
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k: permeability, md
L: length, in

NRe=Reynolds number

n: coefficient = 3.321log(
P: Pressure, psi

)

q: circulation rate, ft3/min

Vgas: Volume of gas component, cm3

Vliquid: Volume of liquid component, cm3
vf: Fluid velocity, ft/s

vp: cutting velocity, ft/s
vs: slip velocity, ft/s
Γ: foam quality, %

θ300: viscometer reading at 300 RPM, °
θ600: viscometer reading at 600 RPM, °
µa: apparent viscosity, cp

ρf: density of drilling fluid, lb/gal
ρfoam: foam density, g/cm3

ρgas: gas component density, g/cm3

ρliquid: liquid component density, g/cm3
ρs: cutting density, lb/gal
σ: tensile strength, pis
Τ: torque, lb-in
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13. APPENDIX A – LIST OF FIGURES

Drillbotics Gantt Chart - Fall 2016

September Monthly Report
Phase I Design Report
Alpha Design Complete
October Monthly Report
Budget Finalized
$10,000 Raised
Compile Dimensions List
Rig Structure/Framework Design
Electrical Design
Electrical Component List
Drill Algorithm Initial Design
Fluid System Integration Design
BHA Circuit Board Design
Drill Control Software Design
Web Server Software Design
Purchase Drill Pipe Replica
BHA Design
Mechnical Materials/Items ordered
Load Calculations Complete
Arduino Drill Control Software
Wiring for Drill Prototype
Drill Algorithm Final Design
November Monthly Report
Motor Design Selected
Cost Analysis Complete
Final Design Complete

9/1

9/16

10/1 10/16 10/31 11/15 11/30 12/15 12/30 1/14

Figure 1 – Fall 2016 Gantt Chart, Drillbotics design competition
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Drillbotics Gantt Chart - Spring 2017
Mechnical Materials/Items ordered
January Monthly Report
Stablizers Purchased/Made
Electrical Design Built
Fluid System Built
Alpha Prototype Built
February Monthly Report
Alpha Testing
Final Prototype Built
Final Testing
March Monthly Report
April Monthly Report

1/1 1/11 1/21 1/31 2/10 2/20 3/1 3/11 3/21 3/31 4/10 4/20 4/30 5/10

Figure 2 – Spring 2017 Gantt chart, Drillbotics design competition

Figure 3 – Engineering drawing of the proposed rig design with dimensions
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Figure 4 – Top of the proposed rig design showing the pulley system and
traveling block

Figure 5 – Bottom of the proposed rig design showing the pulley system, motor,
and sample placement

Figure 6 – Hoisting system designed with a pulley and Nema 34 motor for rotation
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Figure 7 – Workflow schematic of the control system architecture

Figure 8 – Relationship of machine specific energy and drilling penetration


Figure 9 – Relationship between torque and weight on bit
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Figure 10 – Flow chart for operating parameter selection
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Figure 11 – Shear stress vs. shear rate relationship of tested drilling foam
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Figure 12 – Theoretical transport efficiency results

Figure 13 – Fluid circulation system schematic

14. APPENDIX B – LIST OF TABLES
Gantt Chart Legend
General Tasks
Mechanical Tasks
Electrical Tasks
Optimization Tasks
Table 1 – Drillbotics 2017 Gantt chart key.
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Measurement

Sensor

Description

Weight on bit

S-type Load Cell

Rate of
Penetration

Draw-wire Encoder

The Load cell will measure the tension between the travel
block and the hoisting rope. Less tension means that there is
greater weight on bit
Cost: $45.00
Sample Speed: 8 - 1000 ms between samples
Calibration: No load measurement must be used as an offset
in code.
Additional Circuitry: PhidgetBridge 4 input board ($90.00)

Fluid System
Flow Rate

Liquid Flow Meter

Vibration of Drill
Rig

Vibration Sensor

Torque of Drill
Motor

DC current
transducer

BHA telemetry

9 Degrees of

RPM

measurements

Optical Rotary
Encoder

Freedom Sensor
Stick

The encoder will be geared in with the drill motor in order to
measure the exact rotation speed of the Drill String.
Cost: $50.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: inputting the number of pulses per rotation of Drill
String
Additional Circuitry: Phidgets Encoder Board ($100.00)

The draw-wire encoder measures the distance between the
top of the rig and the travel block. This can be converted to the
rate of Penetration.
Cost: $190.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: none
Additional Circuitry: Phidgets Encoder Board($100.00)

The flow meter will be placed inline with the pump in order to
monitor the flow of mud to the drill.
Cost: $9.95
Sample Speed: 50 samples/s
Calibration: must be calibrated using known flow rate.
Additional Circuitry: Arduino Microcontroller

The Vibration sensor will be used to detect abnormal
vibrations in the travel block that may indicate bit whirl or stick
& slip.
Cost: $11.00
Sample Rate: 1000 samples/s
Calibration: a normal range of vibration must be found
Additional Circuitry: Phidget Interface Kit 8/8/8 ($80.00)
The current transducer will measure the amount of current
going to the drill motor which, when combined with RPM data,
will indicate the torque on the motor*.
Cost: $40.00
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
Calibration: need to find the torque to rpm ratio of the motor
Additional Circuitry: 12v sensor adapter ($15.00)
The sensor stick will be placed inside of the BHA and be able
to measure its rotational acceleration, as well as how vertical
the drill string is.
Cost: $11.96
Sample Rate: 125 samples/s
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Calibration: none
Additional Circuitry: Wifi board for wirelessly transmitting data.
($5.56)

Table 2 – Selected sensors and their performance readings.

*In the event that using the current sensor to find torque is in accurate, the torque will be found
using an additional load cell. The motor will be mounted onto a roller bearing and a torque bar

will be attached to the motor casing. The measure of pressure from the torque bar will indicate
the torque from the drill motor.
Value Unit

Foam Density 0.742

ppg

600 RPM

120

°

200 RPM

62

°

300 RPM
100 RPM
6 RPM
3 RPM

85
42

7
5

°
°

°
°

Table 3 – Viscometer lab measurements of drilling foam.

Part

Product Name

50 gallon tanks

Rubbermaid Roughneck 50-Gallon Jumbo

2

Mixing Pump

1/10 HP Nickel-Plated Brass Compact Flexible

1

85.95

Injection Pump

1/10 HP Nickel-Plated Brass Compact Flexible

1

85.95

Air compressor

6 Gal. Portable Electric Pancake Compressor

1

129.00

1

3.99

Tee Fitting

Blooie Line

Storage Tote

Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent
Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent

Charlotte Pipe 2-in x 2-in x 1-1/2-in diameter
PVC Sanitary Tee Fitting

Charlotte Pipe 1-1/2-in x 10-ft 330-PSI PVC

Quantity Total

1

Cost

59.94

1.71
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Water and Foam
Tubing

Air Tubing

DWV Pipe

Samar 5/8-in x 1-ft Reinforced PVC Braided
Vinyl Tubing

3/8 in. x 50 ft. PVC Air Hose

Pump Adapter

Brass Craft 3/8-in x 3/4-in Barbed Barb x Garden

Water/Air Fitting

3/8 in. Brass PEX Barb Tee

Fitting Adaptor

Coupler

Fittings

Air to Water/Air
Surfactant

Liquid Polymer

3/8 in. Hose Barb x 1/4 in. Universal Brass

Description
Wheatstone Bridge Interface
S-Type Load Cell

Draw Wire Encoder

Quantity Cost per
1

2

1

100.00

100.00

1

15.00

1

Vibration Sensor

1

Current Transducer

1

Encoder Cable

4

Arduino Mega

1

Emergency Stop

2

50.00
80.00
11.00
40.00
45.00
5.00

2

43.28

Flow Rate Meter

2

9.95

Solid State Relay

2

DC Motor Driver

2

45.95
68.00
9.95

2.94

1

0.00

Total

1

5.24

0.00

441.87

90.00

380.00

Interface Kit

Button Type Load Cell

45.00

1

31.92

90.00

190.00

2

Sensor Adaptor

90.00

12.98

Cost

2

Optical Rotary Encoder

Encoder High Speed 4-Input

Item

1

1

Wyo-Ben Air Foam

Table 4 – Components and costs of the fluid circulation system.

22.25

4

Hose Adapter Fitting

Wyo-Ben Wyo-Vis HP

25

100.00
80.00
15.00
11.00
40.00
90.00
20.00
88.72
45.95
19.90

136.00

19.90
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Wi-Fi Board

2

6.95

13.90

4.95

24.75

9DoF Sensor Stick

2

14.95

Op Amp

4

0.95

Li-Poly Battery 110 mAh

5

Resistor Kit

1

JST Right Angle Connector

5

Capacitor Kit

1

7.95
6.95
0.95

29.90
3.80
7.95
6.95
4.75

Stepper Motor Driver

2

32.84

65.68

Wi-Fi Router

1

19.99

19.99

24V Power Supply

1

Table 5 – Electronics subgroup costs.
Description

17.61
Total

1

1x1x145 T-Slot Extrusion

3

1x2x145 T-Slot Extrusion

3

63.00

3 hole 10 series economy t-nuts

12

1 hole 10 series economy t-nut

20

2 hole inside corner bracket 10s
1/4-20 x 1/2" fastener 10s

2'x4'x0.25" aluminum plate
1/16" wire rope

2.25" Idler Pulley

3-ft x 3/8-in Steel Metal Round
Table 6 – Mechanical subgroup costs.

45.71

256.92

12

2 hole 10 series economy t-nuts

Item

1

10 series 6 hole 90 degree joining plate
10 series 5 hole 90 degree joining plate

1521.75

Quantity Cost per

NEMA 34 Stepper Motor

Compact Round Face DC Motor

17.61

12

48

Cost
45.71

256.92

37.15

111.45

7.13

85.56

7.73
0.72

189.00
92.76

8.64

0.64

30.72

3.55

56.80

2

114.20

228.40

5

11.32

56.60

16

200

30
2

0.23
0.23
0.26
5.07

Total

4.60

46.00

7.80

10.14

1231.10
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Description
50-Gallon Tote

Quantity Cost per
2

1/10 HP Impeller Utility Pump, Intermittent

2

2-in x 2-in x 1-1/2-in diameter PVC Sanitary Tee Fitting

1

Air Compressor

1-1/2-in x 10-ft Pipe

5/8-in x 1-ft Vinyl Tubing

3/8 in. x 50 ft. PVC Air Hose

3/8-in x 3/4-in Barbed Barb x Garden Hose Adapter Fitting
3/8 in. Brass PEX Barb Tee

1
1

25

129.00 129.00
1.71

1.71

0.89

22.25

7.98

31.92

3.99

1

2.94

4

Liquid Viscosifier

1

1

59.94

85.95 171.90

12.98

1

Table 7 – Optimization subgroup costs.

29.97

1

3/8 in. Hose Barb x 1/4 in. Universal Brass Coupler
Foaming Agent

Item

Cost

5.24
0.00
0.00

Total

3.99

12.98
2.94
5.24
0.00
0.00

441.87
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